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What is Knaken Settle?

In the Netherlands, 10% of the population is active in the 

crypto market. An increasing number of consumers are 

trading in cryptocurrencies, leading to a growing demand for 

conducting online purchases with cryptos. The collaboration 

between Buckaroo and Knaken responds to this trend by 

allowing active Knaken users to pay with cryptos in 

webshops. Thanks to the platform 'Settle’, developed by 

Knaken, consumers can settle their crypto balance. As a 

payment provider, Buckaroo facilitates the secure and swift 

processing of Knaken transactions in the checkout.

How does it work? 

When paying via Knaken, the Settle platform verifies 

whether the payer's cryptocurrency balance is sufficient to 

cover the required amount in euros. If so, the payer is given 

the option to approve the transaction, including the 

conversion rate. As a webshop, you bear no cryptocurrency 

risk. You offer a product or service in euros and Buckaroo will 

payout the full approved purchase amount in euros. With 

Settle, Knaken users can settle payments with more than 150 

different types of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, 

Ethereum, USDC, and Cardano. Payments via Settle are 

immediate and guaranteed.

Advantages of Knaken via Buckaroo

• Direct online acceptance

• With Knaken, payments can be made in 150+ 
cryptocurrencies

• A payer can settle directly from their Knaken 
cryptocurrency balance

• Buckaroo pays out the full purchase amount in euros

• Guaranteed payout

• Secure and swift checkout with Knaken-Settle

• Free handling of Knaken transactions

• Contract and payout via Buckaroo

Availability Knaken

Knaken is currently available via the Buckaroo API and the 

Buckaroo Checkout.
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Online payment process

Knaken-Settle

The payer selects Knaken as the 
preferred online payment method at 

the checkout

The payer is redirected to the Knaken 

website/app and logs in

The payer selects the desired 

cryptocurrency and views the 

conversion rate of the purchase 

amount in the chosen cryptocurrency, 

then clicks on agree

After the payment is confirmed, the 

payer is redirected to the webshop
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General

Coverage The Netherlands

Maximum purchase 
amount

€ 10.000 per month*

Characteristics

Contract Via Buckaroo

Refunds

Partial refund

Refund term 13 months

Payment guarantee

Chargeback risk No

Recurring payments N/A

Payout term 3 banking days

Channels E-commerce

Direct payment method

Suitable checkout method The Buckaroo 
checkout or API

Characteristics

Consumer payment
currency

EUR

Payout currency EUR

Interessed in Knaken?

Add Knaken as a payment method and allow customers 

to pay with over 150 cryptocurrencies. Contact your 

account manager or send an email to 

wecare@buckaroo.nl.

*There is no limit when it comes to making payments. However, as a 

webshop, you can receive a maximum of € 10.000 per month. Therefore, it is 

not possible to make payments larger than € 10.000. 
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